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each individual will find a real motivation to leave 
something beautiful for those future generations and, 
for that, will exert his or her genuine creativity.

Creativity is not a magic trick that occurs to people 
arbitrarily. Creativity does not work through irrational 
outbursts, as most romantics would think it does. Cre-
ativity is exerted through a specific type of impassioned 
emotion. Creativity works its way via the beautiful con-
viction that you’re participating in history for the better-
ment of all humanity and of future generations, when you 
have a purpose in life that goes beyond your own life.

And that’s the reason space exploration is so impor-
tant. That’s why a mission-oriented society looking at 
its own future in space is key to building this new para-
digm of peaceful development.

On this note, I want to conclude by quoting Lyndon 
LaRouche. Here’s what he says in a paper he wrote in 
1985, “Private Initiative for Colonizing the Moon and 
Mars”:

The essence of science is such passion, such 
task-orientation. . . . Herein lies not only the pas-
sion indispensable to creative-scientific fruitful-
ness; herein lies the capacity of the layman, as 

factory operative, or other, to assimilate scien-
tific progress efficiently, creatively.

It is such so-impassioned “task-orientation,” 
. . . which is the wellspring of great upsurges of 
scientific creativity, and upsurges of the enlarged 
capacity of populations for “imparting and re-
ceiving profound and impassioned conceptions 
respecting man and nature.”

The “Extraterrestrial Imperative” excites the 
professional popular view of scientific progress 
as perhaps no other foreseeable choice of mis-
sion-assignment might do this. If we wish the 
highest rate of productivity in laboratories and in 
production, these benefits will be supplied as by-
products of an impassioned commitment to 
master all of the tasks of the Moon-Mars mis-
sion-assignment.

So, we need a goal. This goal should be this Moon-
Mars mission-assignment of which the Moon Village 
project is a part.

There lies the way through the concept of tianxia.
This is the purpose we have to fight for.
Thank you.

LaRouche’s Discoveries: 
Educating a New Generation
by Megan Beets and Jason Ross

Megan Beets and Jason Ross are members 
of LaRouche’s “Basement” Science Team. 
We present here their edited remarks as 
prepared for presentation on Nov. 16, 2019 
at the Schiller Institute Conference, “The 
Future of Humanity as a Creative Species 
in the Universe,” in Bad Soden, Germany.

Introduction by Jason Ross
Lyndon LaRouche, who passed away 

earlier this year, engaged in significant 
work in many fields, as we have heard and 
will hear at this conference. In this presen-
tation, Megan Beets and I will treat La-
Rouche’s work in science, with specific 
focus on a scientific research project in which we both 
collaborated with him—the “Basement.”

We will talk about LaRouche’s work in science and 
science policy, discuss some of the scientific topics he 
considered most important, address their relevance to 
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economics, take up how they were used to recruit young 
people to his outlook, and discuss the relevance of the 
issues he posed to science today.

LaRouche showed that economic improvement re-
quired an increase in what he termed energy flux den-
sity—the intensity of energy flow as measured with 
respect to power production, industrial application, 
and the economy as a whole. Because of the tremen-
dously higher levels of power involved in nuclear 
bonds than chemical bonds, the next level of human 
economy must be based on the power of the atom, and 
the greatest technology on the horizon for improving 
the energy flux density of human economy is nuclear 
fusion.

LaRouche was a tireless champion of research and 
research funding to make the new scientific discoveries 
in plasma physics, directed energy, and nuclear science 
required to achieve this power source of the future. He 
directed the founding, in 1974, of the Fusion Energy 
Foundation, whose U.S. magazine Fusion reached a 
subscriber base in the tens of thousands before being 
shut down through a government bankruptcy process 
that was itself later declared illegal.

In his work with scientists in the fields of nuclear 
fusion, plasma physics, and space exploration, La-
Rouche was adamant on several topics:

• Truth does not come from the senses: it is not de-
termined by modeling observations. It comes from hy-
pothesizing causes. Plato is right, in opposition to Aris-
totle. Kepler’s discoveries are a key example.

• The human mind cannot be comprehended either 
as a purely biological process or as a complex comput-
ing system. G.W. Leibniz is right, and Yuval Noah 
Harari is wrong. Cusa is right, in opposition to Norbert 
Wiener.

• Quantum physics is not the final word; it is not 
complete. Einstein is right, in opposition to Heisenberg 
and Bohr.

The shutdown of Fusion magazine, and other La-
Rouche publications, was part of a process culminating 
in the fraudulent conviction and imprisonment of La-
Rouche, in 1989. After his 1994 parole from prison, 
which was achieved through an outstanding effort in-
volving the signatures of hundreds of elected officials 
and thousands of community, religious, business and 
other leaders, and the 1999 conclusion of his parole 
conditions, LaRouche was free to recruit a new genera-
tion of thinkers to his ideas.

This he did by recruiting young people to a process 

of political action and of discovery itself, to forge a 
cadre of competent political leadership among the then-
rising generation. As part of this process, he created an 
educational program that far exceeded what could be 
achieved in typical university approaches, through a 
process he termed the “Basement.”

These are the topics of our joint presentation. I’ll 
now turn things over to Megan Beets.

Mind Per Se, by Megan Beets
LaRouche audio clip from December 14, 2011 

Weekly Report:

Our functional form, the creative powers of 
mankind, are completely different! They’re not 
based on what biology teaches us! This has noth-
ing to do with biology the way it’s understood! 
The human brain is not the source of human in-
telligence: It’s the human mind! The brain is a 
tool, used by the human mind!

But we believe in what we see! We believe in 
what we can touch and see, by our standard. We 
don’t consider the fact that there’s a process 
going on of a much higher order, which is actu-
ally the function of the human mind. And the 
function of the human mind can be defined, pre-
cisely. But it can not be defined by the ordinary 
biological terms of life. Show me human cre-
ativity in a biological system, in a human brain 
system. Creativity, as such, does not exist. No 
animal has creativity, hmm? They have only bio-
logical development.

Only the human being, of all creatures we 
know, has the voluntary capability of transform-
ing the functional nature of the human being! 
This change in the functional nature of the 
human being is located in the concept of mind, 
not the brain! The brain is a tool, used by the 
mind! It’s a necessary tool, used by the mind, but 
it is not the location of the mind. And it’s pre-
cisely that problem of failing to distinguish the 
brain from the mind: The mind is the essential 
element, the brain is a necessary tool of the mind. 
Creativity is in the universe, true human creativ-
ity is in the universe. It’s expressed by the func-
tion of the brain, the mind, and so forth, in the 
individual.

What you just heard Lyn discuss is, in my view, one 
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of his most important contributions to science and to 
human thought, generally: the subject of the human 
mind, per se. This concept is one into which he devel-
oped increasing insight over the course of his life, and 
one on which he placed great importance in his work 
with the Basement.

The human mind is not produced by the brain. It is 
not replicable by computer systems, no matter how 
complex. There is a function of the human mind which 
cannot be accounted for by or located within either of 
these lower domains.

Lyn was convinced of this very early on, as we see 
in his 1950s opposition to the views of Norbert Wiener, 
whose theory of cybernetics claimed that all human and 
biological communication could be replicated by com-
puter systems. LaRouche writes of this in a 1993 paper,  
“On LaRouche’s Discovery”:

Any idea, in its guise either as an original dis-
covery, or in its transmission de novo as it might 
have been an original discovery, cannot be trans-
mitted as a literal intent of the language-medium 
employed, but only as the intent which reposes 
in the individual user of that language. The idea 

cannot be addressed by any formal analysis of 
the language-medium employed. This predica-
ment is a consequence of the fact that any true 
discovery corresponds to a formally absolute 
discontinuity in any system of deductive repre-
sentation previously employed. Relative to lan-
guage as such, true ideas lie only in the individ-
ual, creative mental processes of each person 
participating in the communication.

By that statement, Lyn placed himself in, and per-
haps at the head of a long line of great minds from 
Plato, to Nicholas of Cusa, Johannes Kepler, Gauss, 
Riemann, Bach, Beethoven, Planck and Einstein. All 
of these important thinkers maintained, explicitly or 
implicitly, that it is the nature of the human mind to 
generate thoughts, creative hypotheses, that are not 
and could not have been derived from the experience 
of the senses, but come rather from our own inner con-
viction, our own imagination. The “miracle,” to borrow 
words from Einstein, is that in some cases these 
thoughts of ours have a correspondence to the way the 
universe actually works. They become the basis of sci-
entific progress.
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On the other hand, what our senses show us, Lyn 
asserted, are mere shadows. The seemingly concrete 
objects that we see, or hear, or touch—are they real? 
Well, yes, in that our senses are reacting to something 
real, a process, which is really affecting them. But is 
the object that our brains conjure up in response really 
an image of the principle itself? Perhaps a different 
way to ask that is: What is more real—the fact that, or 
the reason why?

Let’s examine this a bit. A principle of nature is a 
type of “object,” so to speak, which lies beyond that to 
which our brains—our senses—have direct access. It 
has neither size, shape, color, nor mass—and yet, it has 
a power to cast shadows, to shape processes of change 
throughout the entire universe. How, then, can we come 
to “see,” to know, a principle itself?

Lyn’s philosophical enemies—Aristotle, Sarpi, 
Newton, Decartes, D’Alembert, Laplace, Euler, Rus-
sell—said that you can’t! That it’s meaningless to ask 
such a question, because the human mind is an epiphe-
nomenon of the brain; it is nothing but a blank slate, 
which, over time, is written upon by sense impressions. 
All that we can do, therefore, is use logic, mathematics, 
to describe the relations among these sense perceptions, 
and sometimes if these relations are consistent, we set 
them down in laws. (Like the 2nd Law of Thermody-
namics, which Lyn had such fun attacking throughout 
his life.) This evil view is one which relegates man to 
the level of a clever beast.

As Lyn insisted, the human mind does have a power 
to know principles—not via our senses, or logic, but 
through leaps of hypothesis, prompted by the contra-
diction between sense impressions. I’ll give you an ex-
ample that Lyn used often, especially around the Kepler 
project, which he assigned the first two Basement 
teams: sight and sound.

Johannes Kepler’s first hypothesis, in 1596, of the 
universal principle governing the Solar system was that 
the structure of the planetary orbits—or, the reason 
each took its particular distances from the sun and not 
other ones—was coherent with the principle expressed 
in geometry in the five platonic solids. This is a princi-
ple of the organization of space accessible to our sense 
of sight. Here you see a nested series of the five solids, 
which create a unique set of distances from the common 
center, represented here by the spheres which inscribe 
and circumscribe each solid.

Kepler, who was 25 at the time, knew that although 

the proportion of the planets’ distances matched those 
dictated by this geometric principle very closely, they 
were not a perfect match. There were discrepancies. He 
also knew that his idea of the Sun causing] the planets’ 
motions needed further refinement. It took nearly 25 
years to solve the paradox.

In Kepler’s last major work, The Harmony of the 
World, he demonstrated that the distances of the plan-
ets—while still reflecting a geometric ordering princi-
ple—are not the primary parameter. Rather, the dis-
tances are a function of their motions, and the reason 
the planets take the particular motions they do, is be-
cause as a system the planets’ motions reflect the same 
tempered ratios as those found in the developed major-
minor musical system, a tempered system later de-
manded by the compositions of Johann Sebastian 
Bach.

That is, each planet’s changing motion corresponds 
to a pair of notes of the major or minor musical scale—
a principle of the organization of space accessible to 
our sense of hearing. The planet sings its notes in har-
mony with itself and its neighbors, making slight ad-
justments to its tuning, just as a choral singer must, in 
order to be in tune with the whole ensemble. This is a 
physical process, which cannot be represented in a 
fixed mathematical way, but ask any choral singer, or 
orchestra musician, and they’ll tell you it has a definite, 
knowable existence.

What do these two incommensurable but overlap-
ping domains of sight (geometry) and sound (musical 
harmonics) tell us? Is the Solar system a geometric 
system? Is it, rather, a musical system? Perhaps the best 
answer is that the Solar system is reflective of both, but 
is neither. The way Kepler resolves this contradiction is 
by putting himself—and hence also you and me—in the 
shoes of the Creator. Can I conceive of the single cre-
ative action, or thought, that would of necessity unfold 
into this set of planetary motions? Can I think the 
thought of God, something which cannot be seen but 
only experienced in the mind, that must be casting this 
shadow into the physical universe?

Kepler’s new hypothesis which we today name uni-
versal gravitation has given mankind incredible new 
powers in and over the physical universe. The human 
mind, as a unique category of creative process which 
uses the brain as its infrastructure, can develop new 
ideas which resonate with the universe in such a way 
that we increase our abilities within it. This, upon which 
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Lyn put primary importance, is the basis of science, of 
poetry—and of economics, as we will now hear from 
Jason.

LaRouche-Riemann Method: Senses vs. 
Discovery, by Jason Ross

Science is the key to our human ability to improve 
our living from one generation to the next. LaRouche 
understood the implications of this in a new way.

In the 1993 article Megan quoted from, in which 
LaRouche described his central economic discovery 
and his creation of what he termed the LaRouche-Rie-
mann method, he wrote:

The central feature of my original contribution 
to the Leibniz science of physical economy, is 
the provision of a method for addressing the 
causal relationship between, on the one side, in-
dividuals’ contributions to axiomatically revolu-
tionary advances in scientific and analogous 
forms of knowledge, and, on the other side, con-
sequent increases in the potential population-
density of corresponding societies. . . .

These discoveries were initially the out-
growth of 1948-1952 objections to the inappro-
priateness of Norbert Wiener’s application of 
statistical information theory to describing both 
the characteristic distinctions of living pro-
cesses and of communication of ideas. I coun-
tered with a contrary, non-statistical definition 
of negentropy. . . .

That was the initial core of my discovery, up 
to the year 1952. Yet, up to that point, the appro-
priate mathematical representation of such a 
form of physical-economic negentropy was still 
wanted. The third step, taken through an inten-
sive 1952 study of Georg Cantor’s 1897 Contri-
butions to the Founding of the Theory of Trans-
finite Numbers (Beiträge), opened the doors of 
the transfinite domain upon a fresh insight into 
relevant features of Bernhard Riemann’s contri-
butions. Thence, the applied form of my defini-
tion of physical-economic negentropy acquired 
the title of “LaRouche-Riemann Method.”

So what was Norbert Wiener—the author of Cy-
bernetics—so wrong about? How did LaRouche’s dis-
agreements pave the way to his reconceptualization of 
economy from the standpoint of Riemann?

Wiener considered communication of messages to 
be a key to understanding the behavior of mechanical 
systems, of biological systems, and of human society 
and thought. But “information” absolutely does not 
apply to the creative discovery process, or to the mea-
surement of economic value! Let’s consider the nature 
of an idea embodying a new, creative discovery of prin-
ciple.

We begin with a chart of human population over his-
torical time. There is no animal species whose popula-
tion has changed in this way, and none whose popula-
tion has changed by its own self-generated change in 
behavior and relationship to nature. And that’s a good 
thing! Anyone who thinks we shouldn’t change and im-
prove our relationship to nature is an idiot.

LaRouche: We have to get rid of all these char-
acters; all people greenies, who say they’re sci-
entists, must be expelled from the profession.

Because they’re committing a fraud! Any 
greenie who says he’s a scientist, per se is com-
mitting a fraud by his mere existence.

Ross: Because we know that we have a basis 
of science, that has to include human develop-
ment. So if you excluded that, or said that’s an 
evil thing, then you can’t be a scientist.

LaRouche: No, you’re not, you’re a faker. 
If you believe in the green policy, you’re a faker 
as a scientist. Anybody who believes in the 
green policy is a faker, if they claim to have sci-
entific capabilities. If they want to say they’re 
stupid, well, fine, say, you are stupid, that’s 
true.

Bill Jones: Well, they claim to say they’re 
trying to maintain and continue existence in a 
universe which they deny has a principle of con-
tinued existence in it.

LaRouche: It’s all gibberish! It’s all just 
plain gibberish. No truth to it—they’re idiots! To 
any professor, you say, “Oh, no! You mean, 
you’re Professor Idiot. You got a professorship 
in idiocy.”

Sorry, greenies—we are not animals: we are able to 
develop conceptions that go beyond the senses: con-
cepts/theories which themselves embody something of 
the unseen causes of natural phenomena, rewarding us 
with the power to bring about new physical states, new 
processes.
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Let’s hear from LaRouche on this:

LaRouche: But, then we realize that these 
senses are not really truthful. They’re not dis-
honest, they’re not false; but they’re not truthful 
to the sense that we believe in them. Because 
what we actually do, as is beautifully illustrated 
by the work of Kepler, both with the whole idea 
of the “vicarious hypothesis,” but then, the ap-
plication of that same principle to the discovery 
of gravitation. Because you take two sensa-
tions—one, principally sight; the other music, 
harmonics—and you contrast them. Now, 
what’s the relationship of gravitation as a con-
cept to these two sense-perceptions that you 
employ to define gravitation? And what is the 
genius, now, of Kepler? Because there is no de-
ductive relationship between sense-perception 
and gravitation.

So these kinds of aspects of fundamental 
scientific discovery indicate that the human 
mind is located in solving the problems which 
are represented by sense-perception. The prin-
ciples that you discover are not located in sense-
perception. But it’s like a shadow—sense-per-
ceptions are like a shadow-like reflection of 
reality.

And my thesis, the whole thesis is essen-
tially that core point. That we exist—that is to 
the extent that we, who represent the mind—
not the shadow—we, who represent the mind, 
find our identity in what we call “scientific dis-
covery,” as contrary to sense experience. And 
so it’s the same function by which we discover 
a principle, as such, as a principle: Which is the 
location, or should be, the location of our sense 
of personal identity, is the act of discovery, as 
typified by Kepler’s discoveries, which is a 
perfectly good example of this, because he was 
so extensively painstaking, in dealing with this 
question, this question of gravitation; so ex-
tensive, that you actually, with him, you are 
re-living his process of discovery! And this 
process of discovery, say, “That’s him!” That’s 
his identity, that’s his personal identity, is this 
discovery.

And there is where the truth lies. Where we 
slobs, who don’t think like that, we assume that 

the sense objects per se are us; that our direct 
experience, as with a sense object, as such, is us, 
is our knowledge. Whereas if you think in terms 
of science, as typified by this case of Kepler’s 
discoveries, first the question—the very idea of 
the vicarious hypothesis poses a question! And 
the answer is applied in the concept of the dis-
covery of gravitation. The discovery of gravita-
tion typifies his person, rather than the shadows 
of mere sense-perception.

And my point is, that if we want to under-
stand ourselves and understand society, we have 
to think in those terms of reference; think, not in 
terms of sense-certainty, but think in terms of 
sense-uncertainty: That what we call “sense-per-
ceptions” are what? Well, we know what they 
are. Biologically, we know what they are; chem-
ically and biologically, we know what sense-
perceptions are. But that’s not us.

It’s the insight into different, contrasting 
kinds of sense-perceptions which show you the 
presence of the universe as an active principle. 
So therefore, who are you? If you are real, you 
are the person who is experienced in discovery. 
And therefore, scientific discovery, in principle, 
is the essence of human nature, of actually 
human nature.

Ross: Yeah, and then you say, so, we’re 
going to measure ourselves then, not against, 
compared to other life currently present, only; 
we have to measure ourselves against where are 
we supposed to be going?

LaRouche: Well, which is what are we dis-
covering?

Ross: Yeah.
LaRouche: In the sense of Kepler’s discov-

ery is a good example, because, I mean, the 
extent of his dealing with this aspect of his work, 
is so rich and so elaborated; I mean, he com-
ments on himself constantly! He’s correcting 
himself constantly. He’s conscious of his pro-
cess of discovery, constantly. He’s locating his 
personality, his actually existing personality, in 
this, this activity of discovery. Not sense-per-
ception, but saying, “What are these tracks that 
are being left by this animal?”

It’s the process of discovery that is the source 
of the true sense of human identity. It’s that 
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meeting of creativity, is the definition of man as 
a creative creature. And when people going 
around measuring things in terms of sense-per-
ception, and saying sense-perception is sense-
certainty, is where the great error occurs. It’s 
how people stupefy themselves.

When you take the case of Kepler’s discov-
ery of gravitation, and then you take all these 
shitheads, who—you know—take Newton or 
some other crap artists, or that collection of crap 
artists, and you’re seeing what the problem is. 
It’s a moral problem, essentially. It’s a loss of 
access to a true sense of human identity.

Your nature is not sense-perception. Sense-
perception is the footprints of the animal; it is 
not the animal.

And that’s the point of the whole thing, the 
whole argument, the core point. And then look at 
this from various phases, to try to make it clear 
by taking various phases of that question. It’s 
like on the fourth principle, it is actually that. 
That’s the thing you have to—you have these 
three different senses which are wrong. But then, 
how do you find the truth? You don’t find an-
other sense, you find something which replaces 
sense-perception, which is the solution of the ac-
ronym that’s in sense-perception. So the sense-
perception’s—the three categories of typical 
sense-perception are false, as information. 
They’re shadows, they’re not things, they’re not 
real.

But then, there’s the fourth thing, which is, 
again, in the Kepler case, is his discovery of 
gravitation in particular. And Einstein’s under-
standing of Kepler’s discovery is typical of the 
same thing: How does Einstein identify a uni-
verse, which is finite but not bounded? What the 
hell does this come from? This is an existential 
statement, that the universe is finite, but not 
bounded. The same thing.

As we develop this greater understanding, we re-
quire the development of a new language, capable of 
communicating concepts that cannot be expressed in 
terms of the previous language. Consider these exam-
ples:

• Arithmetic consists in adding, subtracting, 
multiplying, and dividing. Yet no combination of these 
procedures is capable of creating a square with double 

the area of a given square. The language of arithmetic is 
insufficient and must be expanded, in a way that 
recognizes the earlier impossibility. The new concept, 
v2, √

_
2 acknowledges the impossibility of expression in 

simpler terms.
• The language of physics—of mass, speed, den-

sity, color, hardness, and so on—creates its own limita-
tions in the field of chemistry. Lavoisier’s goal of im-
proving the language of chemistry led him to redefine 
chemistry itself, in a way leading to Mendeleyev’s re-
definition of the language. While charcoal, graphite, 
and diamonds all have colors, densities, hardnesses, 
etc., the language of chemistry allows us to say that 
these very different substances consist of a single ele-
ment, carbon.

Carbon itself has no color, density, hardness, or any 
other physical characteristic. It has certain susceptibili-
ties of entering into combinations with other elements, 
and it has, in common with other elements, entirely new 
properties which do not exist for any compound or ma-
terial whatsoever. These properties include valence, 
ionization energy, and atomic mass.

• Once a new physical discovery is made, its com-
munication to others requires a process in many ways 
identical to that by which the discovery was originally 
made. Those steps include the recognition of a paradox, 
the hypothesis of a required new principle, and the ex-
perimental validation of that new principle.

This process of creating necessary additions to 
knowledge (and language) through resolutions of oth-
erwise insoluble paradoxes is the method of Nicolaus 
of Cusa (the creator of the foundations of the European 
Renaissance), of Johannes Kepler (the first modern sci-
entist), of Pierre de Fermat, of G.W. Leibniz, of Carl 
Gauss, of Bernhard Riemann. It is also the musical 
compositional approach of the great composers, em-
phatically including the founder of the well-tempered 
musical system: J.S. Bach.

It is emphatically not the communication of “infor-
mation” as Wiener claimed. Discoveries of this sort re-
quire hypotheses, not kissing someone’s ass:

Sense-certainty is not truth, it’s a phenomenon, 
not truth. Just the way that Riemann, in front of 
his friend, his teacher, his mentor, Gauss, was 
very happy with what he did with his habilitation 
dissertation. Because it destroyed everything! 
And these idiots, every one of these idiots, and 
none of these idiots—practically all opponents 
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of Riemann—were systemically idiots! But in-
tentionally so!

Because they wanted to be “approved of.” 
And they lied, in order to get approval from 
given authority. They’re still doing it in universi-
ties today. It’s a little more shameless today than 
it had ever been before, that’s all.

 Application to Economics
What similarities arise between the challenge of 

communicating of a discovery of principle and the chal-
lenges of expressing the economic implications of such 
new discoveries?

Economists enjoy assigning value to things. A ton of 
steel has a certain value, as might a container of food or 
clothing.

But the greatest creation of value comes from the 
creation of new ideas that expand our abilities. What is 
the value of the invention of the steam engine, not a 
specific steam engine, but the concept itself? How 
valuable was the development of metallurgy in the 
Bronze Age, the development by Mendeleyev of 
chemistry, or the nuclear physics that unlocked nu-
clear power?

An attempt to express the value in terms of the pre-
vious economy necessarily fails, since a society 
equipped with the new knowledge can create more than 
(not more of) what the previous economy could pro-

duce.
This means that eco-

nomic value lies not in ob-
jects themselves, but in the 
process of improvement of 
the productive powers of 
mankind as a whole, in the 
rate of increase of the poten-
tial human population den-
sity. Yes, more people!

Seeking a mathematics 
adequate to represent the 
anti-entropic nature of the 
change effected by human 
development, LaRouche 
found a step forward in the 
physical mathematical work 
of Bernhard Riemann.

For time reasons, I’ll 
only say two things about 
this:

First, Riemann developed a means by which to look 
at a series of transcendentals, each going beyond what 
came before. This mirrors the changes in language as-
sociated with the development of new principles and 
new branches of science.

Second, Riemann furthered the study of what is 
today called topology, by which it is possible to discuss 
changes that are absolutely non-localizable and can 
only be considered in terms of a change to the entire 
space of action as a whole.

From these considerations, the LaRouche-Riemann 
method was developed.

Seeing Science from Within
But, this cannot be an armchair exercise!
LaRouche insisted that to truly understand econom-

ics, one must have an internal experience of the process 
of discovery itself. He built a social process to ensure 
that his young collaborators would be able to develop 
such an internal experience. Megan will say more about 
this.

Educating a New Generation, by Megan Beets

LaRouche: [audio clip] So, we’re getting into a 
new generation, a new generation of a new gen-
eration; a new generation of the young adult 
generation, in which we are attacking, by this 

EIRNS
Lyndon LaRouche speaks with young attendees at the Schiller Institute’s Presidents’ Day 
Conference, held in Reston, Virginia, February 16-18, 2003.
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method, beginning with the case of Kepler, 
which is what we’re doing essentially: We’re 
replicating the core of Kepler’s discoveries as 
something to be reexperienced, rather than de-
scribed. And the team of four-odd, here, are 
working through the New Astronomy for this 
particular purpose.

What we’re trying to make conscious is that 
the universe is not run by mathematical formu-
las. A mathematical formulation may be useful, 
but it’s only a crude approximation of the shadow 
of an actual scientific idea.

One of the problems we have in modern re-
ductionist thinking, especially since the 1920s, 
increasingly, but even more emphatically since 
the end of World War II, science has been de-
stroyed—scientists typified by the best people in 
the Fusion Energy Foundation. Science died out, 
not only in the United States, but around the 
world. The people we worked with, the people 
we were in touch with, or their corresponding 
people we weren’t directly in touch with, but in-
directly in touch with, in the Fusion Energy 
Foundation, represented the last competent gen-
eration in practical scientific work and conclu-
sions which we’ve had so far.

The Baby-Boomer generation, which was 
brainwashed in the theories of Norbert Wiener, 
John von Neumann—actually all coming from 
Bertrand Russell—this generation is intrinsi-
cally, with a few personal exceptions, incompe-
tent in science. They no longer believe in a scien-
tific principle, a physical principle, they believe 
in a mathematical formula. And a mathematical 
formula is never more than a descriptive approx-
imation of the effect of a principle, rather than a 
representation of the principle itself.

That is, people believe that you can derive 
scientific principles by deduction, or similar 
kinds of methods. They do not understand that 
you can discover a scientific principle, only by 
experimental methods. And experimental meth-
ods which show a discontinuity, which show the 
existence of a principle which is contrary to how 
you believe the universe worked before then. 
That’s our problem.

So therefore, what we’re doing, rather than 
allowing people to try to learn what they might 
learn in a university today, including a so-called 

advanced one, we’re telling them to go through 
the experience of rediscovering the essential 
foundations, in an experimental approach, of 
modern physical science today, to bypass what 
is taught as merely mathematics, and to look at 
mathematics from the standpoint of physical 
principles, rather than trying to mis-define 
physical principles as mathematical descrip-
tion.

That’s the essence of the matter. Because this 
new generation, which many of you represent, 
the generation between 18 and 30 approxi-
mately, now, you are the future. The present 
world system is going to disintegrate—now! In 
these coming weeks and months, it will disinte-
grate. And the question is, what is the new 
system which will replace it? Will it be Hell? 
Will it be chaos? Or will it be something viable. 
So the trick is to skip the failed generations on 
this account, to go back to the fundamentals of 
the founding of modern European civilization, 
and to its more ancient Classical Greek origins, 
and to develop a generation which can lead in 
putting humanity back on track.

In the early 2000s, Lyn began recruiting a youth 
movement among my and Jason’s generation. This was 
a period when the world was going through a series of 
dramatic shocks: the monetary crises of the late 1990s 
were followed by the election of George W. Bush as 
President in the U.S., followed by the 9/11 attacks, and 
the dropping of American bombs on Afghanistan and 
Iraq. Youth across the globe began responding to the 
clear voice of leadership that Lyn was providing in an 
increasingly chaotic world, one seemingly driven by 
responses to events rather than an outlook for the 
future.

However, Lyn quickly identified that if this genera-
tion was not to make the same mistakes as their parents’ 
generation, they would need an education. He said that 
there had to be “a different culture developing in the 
leadership of this generation, . . . a culture which is in-
trinsically superior to that of the general culture of the 
earlier generations.”

And so, Lyn’s 2004 presidential campaign, and the 
decade that followed were run as what LaRouche once 
called “a combat university on wheels.” Early morn-
ing campaign distributions were followed by mid-
morning chorus rehearsals, and evening phone out-
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reach was followed by late evening readings of Plato, 
work on Gauss’s Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, 
and on constructive geometry. The challenge was 
always: How do you know something? Not, What facts 
have you memorized? Or, What do the authorities on 
this subject say? But can you prove it for yourself—
can you make it your own] discovery, and can you ed-
ucate others?

In 2006, a team of four youth movement members 
(including Jason) began working under Lyn’s direct su-
pervision on creating animations of processes within 
the economy, economic cycles. In short order, that team 
was given a new assignment: master Kepler’s New As-
tronomy and create a series of pedagogies and classes to 
teach it to others. This team deployment came to be 
nicknamed “The Basement,” for the simple reason that 
our office space was in LaRouche’s basement. After 
several months, a new team of which I was a part was 
brought in to master Kepler’s Harmony of the World, 
followed by another focusing on Gauss’s discovery of 
the orbit of the asteroid Ceres. Another team followed, 
initially focused on the work of Bernhard Riemann, 
which had been so central to Lyn’s own contributions to 
economic science. This eventually branched out into 

broader areas of investiga-
tion, with Jason and me both 
returning to the Basement.

With Lyn, and prompted 
by Lyn, we had the privilege 
of participating in projects 
investigating the work of any 
number of great geniuses—
including, beyond those al-
ready mentioned, Leibniz, 
Fermat, Vernadsky, Pasteur, 
Einstein, Robert Moon, 
Schiller, and Bach. The Base-
ment worked with Lyn on 
projects exploring the princi-
ples of the evolution of life 
on Earth in relationship to the 
galaxy; the principles of the 
well-tempered musical 
system; new economic plat-
forms for water management 
and weather modification, as 
it relates to cosmic radiation; 
the defense of Earth from as-
teroids and comets; and 

physical economy as mankind’s increasing mastery of 
physical chemistry. And there are many other investiga-
tions that could be added to that list.

Lyn looked to bring out the potential in each 
person. He looked for that person’s strengths, and 
pushed them to take leadership and do important, 
breakthrough work that would not only upshift the 
person, but make a contribution to the progress of hu-
manity as a whole. At the same time, he emphasized 
the importance of the social process—the discussion 
process, which would often yield much more than the 
sum of its parts. Our discussions were more often than 
not prompted by Lyn’s prolific paper writing. One of 
the most wonderful things was arriving to the base-
ment office early in the morning, to find that Lyn had 
only recently gone to bed, and that copies of the paper 
he had been up all night writing were waiting for us on 
our desks, for our consideration.

Under Lyn’s leadership, the “Basement” process, 
which was by no means limited to the individuals work-
ing out of that basement office, produced numerous 
pedagogical websites and led classes and workshops 
around the country on subjects from the work of Kepler, 
Gauss, Riemann, and Einstein; to the paradoxes of evo-

EIRNS/Dan Sturman
Lyndon LaRouche and Brian McAndrews of the LaRouche Youth Movement Animations team, 
in the basement of LaRouche’s home near Round Hill, Virginia on July 28, 2006. On left, Will 
Mederski.
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lution; to the sensory domain versus the mind. We at-
tended and intervened into scientific conferences on 
space, fusion, asteroid defense, and space weather, and 
formed relationships with scientists in various fields. 
Through this process, Lyn shaped politics and science 
in the United States and internationally in such a way as 
to demand that political discussion rise above the level 
of “current events,” and take place on the stage of real 
history and the ideas that shape it.

As important as that was then, it is urgent today; and 
with Lyn no longer here in person, this places a great 
challenge and responsibility on all of our shoulders.

Future of LaRouche’s Basement Project, 
by Jason Ross

I’d like to interject a personal note about working 
with LaRouche on Riemann. When I returned to the 
Basement as part of an expanded Riemann project, I 
was going through a tough time in my life. Having the 
opportunity for personal chats with Lyn, sometimes 
getting feedback on a movie script or animation, 
sometimes discussing music or the evil of Bertrand 
Russell, or sometimes just talking about personal life, 
was tremendously important to me. Lyn was defi-
nitely demanding, but he was also a very loving 
human being, with a real concern for people’s well-
being and able to offer unlimited encouragement—
sometimes of the butt-kicking variety! It was a true 
honor and privilege to be able to work directly with 
him.

Now, some thoughts on the future of the Basement.
The challenges laid down by LaRouche take on in-

creasing relevance today. While resources are directed 
towards such fields as artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and “green” technologies, the most fertile 
fields of inquiry are largely fallow:

• Nuclear fusion funding has been far below the 
level known already during the heyday of the Fusion 
Energy Foundation, to be insufficient to ever achieve 
commercial fusion. This great power source of the 
future is effectively being denied through under-invest-
ment.

• The very term “science” has been perverted to 
mean its direct opposite—popular opinion—in the 
propaganda offensive towards collective suicide 
through green policies to dramatically reduce emis-
sions of CO2, with large groups of children, who clearly 
are not experts on world climate—or much of any-

thing—being presented as respected, admired agents 
of change.

• Fakers or simpletons, like Yuval Noah Harari, 
Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, Greta Thunberg, and 
Neil deGrasse Tyson, assault our minds with religious-
like conclusions about the evil or mechanical nature of 
man, conclusions draped, immodestly, in supposedly 
scientific reasoning.

The beautiful birthright of all people—the incredi-
ble, inspiring history of adventure and discovery that 
has brought us to the present world of possibility—
must be reclaimed.

Making Things Right
Helga and Lyn have fought for a global renaissance, 

and this absolutely must include a revival of scientific 
thinking! We must make Lyn’s method—which is also 
the method of the greatest scientific geniuses before 
him—hegemonic. The errors in policy making plagu-
ing us today are not temporary; they are not cyclical; 
they are systemic!

What must be our strategy to uplift the discussion 
and decision-making process—the means by which we 
reach policy conclusions—to a level that considers the 
progress and direction of civilization? What axioms 
must be uprooted?
• The Second Law of Thermodynamics—the idea that 

the whole universe is going to run out of steam.
• Human actions, especially those that change our sur-

roundings, are often “unnatural,” and therefore bad.
• The human mind is, ultimately, explainable in terms 

of physical processes.
• Reductionism.
• Positivism.
• Environmentalism.
To identify and uproot these axioms, let’s do the follow-

ing:
• Engage in a committed, organized working-through 

of major works by LaRouche and the primary sources 
he cites.

• Create a rapid growth of a new generation of young 
leaders and thinkers, committed to encountering and 
internalizing the process of scientific discovery itself.

• Coordinate work on these educational processes, and 
on planning the infrastructure, scientific, and cultural 
goals for the next great Renaissance!
We encourage everyone to participate in this pro-

cess, and we conclude with an excerpt of a talk Lyn 

https://larouchepub.com/lar/2006/3349new_politics.html
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Mr. Henda Diogène Senny is the Presi-
dent of the Pan-African League move-
ment UMOJA, based in France. We 
present here a report on his presenta-
tion on Nov. 16, 2019 at the Schiller In-
stitute Conference, “The Future of Hu-
manity as a Creative Species in the 
Universe,” in Bad Soden, Germany.

Mr. Senny began his speech by re-
ferring to the recent commemoration of 
the 30th anniversary of the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, and what the implications 
of this event are for the world situation 
today.

This indeed “historic” event, said Mr. Senny, did not 
live up to the expectations of most of the so-called po-
litical experts of those days. And in particular, not to the 
pronouncements of the core neoliberal establishment, 
epitomized by Francis Fukuyama, who predicted that 
this event signaled “the end of history,” i.e., the “ideo-
logical and definite victory of democracy and liberal-
ism over all other political ideologies.”

The Cancer of Geopolitics
“Today we must recognize that the fall of the Berlin 

Wall did not bring to an end the cancer which gangrenes 
all the modern states today, i.e., geopolitics,” Senny 
said. Even though the building of the Berlin Wall was 
the result of the geopolitics which led to the Cold War, 

today, 30 years after its fall, all the “an-
cient geopolitics” have been recycled. 
“The world has never been so strife 
with conflict.”

“For us Africans, the end of the 
Cold War led to new historic ruses,” he 
said. “In the decade of the ’90s, our sal-
vation was supposed to come from 
‘free and transparent elections,’ with-
out ever posing the right questions rela-
tive to sovereignty. Elections without 
sovereignty [were] always contested . . . 
[and] chaos and war were never far, 
with all the social destruction that they 
entail.”

Whatever the political conflict, “the political actors, 
once in power, all applied the latest neoliberal, end-of-
history recipes cherished by Fukuyama: the Washing-
ton consensus, the only program accepted by the IMF 
and the World Bank.” This meant the rapid elimination 
of all state regulations or others; the rapid and total lib-
eralization of all markets of goods, capital, and ser-
vices; and the establishing of a totally deregulated 
world market—to the detriment of all public invest-
ments in infrastructure, education, and development.

Africa’s Just Ambitions
“Despite this difficult situation, Africa has justified 

ambitions in the domain of space technologies, which 
could solve some of the problems of telephone, televi-

In Defense of African Sovereignty
by Henda Diogène Senny

EIRNS/Johanna Clarc
Henda Diogène Senny

had with a gathering of young people in 2007, which 
is still valid today:

LaRouche: And the problem that you have, in 
your generation: You are young adults, where an 
older adult generation has failed, existentially. 
There may be individuals in the older generation 
who have not failed, but the generation as a 
whole, especially the white-collar generation 
has failed. They’ve failed catastrophically.

Your job, because you are receptive to these 

ideas of principle, to the notion of the individual 
as immortal, an immortal personality, despite 
the death of the mortal body, is your destiny, and 
your responsibility to guide the changes which 
must occur in society, if society itself is to sur-
vive. And therefore, your generation has a 
unique historical role, in the existence of man-
kind as a whole.

And to understand this in yourself, and to see 
your identity as so situated, is my mission for 
you.


